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The article that follows was originally prepared for ZEN BOW, but because of the
demise of this magazine it could not appear there. However, the article has general
interest as well as a particular importance to the Center, covering as it does the
pilgrimage that four members took on behalf of the Sangha to the Far Ei;istern countries, .
It was prepared by Bodhin from the travel notes he took on the way.
In future the Newsletter will contain news about happenings at the Zen Center and
its affiliates so that you will be kept up-to-date with what is going on. In addition
occasional short articles and excerpts from teishos and other sources will be published.
· A JOURNEY THROUGH BUDDHA LANDS
A Buddhist pilgrimage--a descent down
the tree of Buddhism to its Indian roots,
then back up through its Theravada and
Mahayana branches: Burma, Thailand, Japan.
The chance of a lifetime!

taxis weaving recklessly through rikshas,
bicycles, ox carts and camel carts, horns
blaring; old men and women, bony and bent,
shuffling along listlessly. Dust, heat,
noise on all sides.

How to prepare for this odyssey to
Buddha lands only known through books?
The pilgrims--Bob Schrei, Zenson, Vajran
and Bodhin--plot an itinerary that must be
squeezed into six weeks. The painful
decisions: besides China and Tibet, Korea,
Nepal, and Sri Lanka are out •.. Letters to
Asian contacts ... juggling reservations for
19 plane flights ... huddling over packing
lists. Having been strongly advised to
whittle our baggage down to where it could
be carried on board, we spend the days
before departure packing and repacking;
these dry runs help ground our mounting
restlessness and excitement.

Bands of wild monkeys frolic
alongside the road. Brahma bulls pull
gang mowers over a consulate lawn. A
motley crew of laborers--frail men and
women seemingly picked at random--swing
pickaxes wearily but steadily, faces
never lifted. Cattle wander aimlessly
amidst the traffic and commotion. Nothing any of us has experienced has
prepared us for all of this ....

January 8, 1979: Bon voyage! Sealed in
the muffled roar and vibration of a packed
jumbo jet, while spicy Indian meals come
at us with relentless regularity. Roused
at 5:00 a.m. for a heaping breakfast of
curried garbanzo beans. All in all a 31hour night, broken only by a fleeting
appearance of the sun between fitful naps.
Delhi, India: We step out of Customs,
stiff and unshaven, into the mid-morning
sun of India. Aboard the bus to downtown
Delhi, the mind struggles to assimilate
what the eyes take in through the windows:
hordes of people swathed in all manner of
garments and rags, every head wrapped;

Groggily check into YMCA and
collapse into brief, comatose sleep
before returning to din of the streets
in search of Maha Bodhi Society--Sangha
lodging. We arrive via horsecart to
- - --..
find a "NO ROOMS" sign. "I am sorry,"
the sympathetic manager tells us, "but
a convention of Sri Lankan Buddhists
has occupied every room and the dining
room floor besides."
Our first morning in India: the
haunting, timeless chant of a lone devotee
at a nearby Jain temple wafts through the
pre-dawn darkness. Then, at dawn, an
explosion of chirping from thousands of
birds, all at once.
We plunge into the notorious Indian
bureaucracy in hopes of buying train
tickets to the Taj Mahal. Five hours
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priest. We await the invariable donation
request, but surprise! he simply blesses
us, clicks open his sleek attache' case,
and hands us each a clump of confection-"Baksheesh."

later we emerge, victorious but hungry.
Lunchtime finds us camped over a bag of
tangerines in a park while assorted
ragamuffins hover over us offering their
services: "Massage expert." "Ear
specialist." Thanks but no thanks.
January 12: All aboard the Taj Express!
We chug past miserable hovels and brickyards, past the deserted, dilapidated
buildings of rural India. Deboarding at
Agra, we wade into a sea of frenzied
cabbies and come out piled onto a
_h orse cart--clop clop, clop clop-exhilarated ~Your first breaths
of country air.

~

The Taj Mahal is far more magnificent than pictured, a white marble
colossus of stunning grandeur. Native
women in brilliant-hued saris parade
through the gardens surrounding it
like jewels of color swirling under
a giant prism.

~

The sun finally surrenders its
berth to a huge moon. A full moon
over the Taj Mahal--beauty at its
most classic! But there is little
time for lingering, and we begin
dashing about comparing taxi fares
to the railway station, gathering a
crowd of cabbies in pursuit. One
gritty old driver exhorts his
colleages to stand firm on price,
knowing time is running out for us.
Gleeful now, he points to his watch
excitedly a.nd shrieks ·, "Taj --Express! u
We surrender and leap into two
ricketty rikshas for wild rides to
the finish line.
Skipping into Delhi Airport,
packs on backs, eager to get to
Varanasi and Buddhist sites. "Sorry,"
we are told, "your flight was suspended two months ago. No seats are
available until next week." We
spend a good chunk of the day wrangling
reservations for tomorrow, then go
shopping. In a crowded bazaar a shiny
Mercedes limousine creeps through throngs
of men and beasts. The chauffeur, a Sikh,
pops out with his orders and in due
course we are speaking through the back
seat window with a Hare Krishna high

Unlike Delhi, with its international tourist character, we had been
told, "Varanasi (formerly Benares) is
classical urban India." Riding from the
airport to the city, we are struck dumb
by the scene--another culture shock. All
of India's problems to the nth degree. We
check into little Hotel India and walk
through the- streets-: gr±ndtng poverty and
filth, pollution, noise, confusion. Cooking fires, coal dust. And a weird, wonderful assortment of vehicles.
At dusk we chance upon a Burmese
Buddhist vihara (monastery). Abbadhamma,
a yotlng novice monk draped in saffron from
his shoes to his cap, is delighted for the
company. Over tea we learn that he lives
alone here, but is "not in charge--only
looking after the place." He tells us that
few people in Varanasi become Buddhists
because it would mean repudiating the caste
system. "How old are you?" we ask. "23, 24,
25--?" comes the uncertain answer. We leave
buoyed by his cheerful, responsive spirit-our first meeting with the Asian Sangha.
En route to the Ganges for the obligatory boat ride, we have a flat tire, the
result no doubt of the 8-inch steel spike
buried in it, compliments of our cab driver's
compet-i ters. - s - a - 1 . ~ ~ a in +- i roe far
the beautiful sunrise over this Hindu holiestof~rivers that is fed by snows from the
Himalayas.
The scene on the bank is mind-blowing.
Hundreds of men, women, and children in
every kind of dress and undress, laughing,
moaning, chanting, meditating. A chaotic
convention of representatives from every
realm of existence. Yogis, beggars, sun'WOrshippers, and saddhus, all absorbed in
their ablutions while around them ragged
merchants hawk their wares. The ultimate
do-your-own-thing.
The water is a murky stew of animal
and vegetable matter and wastes--bath water
for the faithful, who brush their teeth and
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drink from it as ~ell. We row past two
bright-colored houseboats. "Hashboats,"
our boatman explains. "Hippies from
America." What Americans could make such
a leap?
After a battle with our conniving
boatman over his fee, an unsolicited guide
jumps to our side and leads us up a dark
cobblestone lane--our short cut back to
the cab. We hasten along tiny, winding
streets now clogged with merchants and
beggars pressing in on us, tugging at our
sleeves. The siege is on! Keep the eyes
down ... don't utter a word .. and don't break
stride. Was that the famous- Golden Temple
we just passed? Next time maybe.
A half hour after fleeing the Ganges
we walk through the gates of Deer Park in
Sarnath, just outside Varanasi, and enter
a world of quiet dignity. A Buddhist
pilgrimage site, at last! We circumambulate the ancient stupa that marks this site
of the Buddha's first formal sermon in his
40 years of teaching, where he proclaimed
to his five former ascetic disciples the
Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path,
thus setting in motion the Wheel of the
Law.
It is in ruin now, this huge edifice.
In silence we gaze up at its crumbling
brick face, a balmy wind tossing at our
robes ... impermanence, the inexorable law
of change. "All life is suffering."
And yet there is a way out! We walk
through the clean and spacious park, past
the excavated ruins of monasteries and
stupas. Here, still standing straight,
are stone pillars etched by Emperor Ashoka
some 2200 hundred years ago warning monks
to avoid schisms in the Sangha. We move
on to a grove of stately trees for zazen,
grateful zazen.
The
Cripples
We fight
Squalor,

Varanasi railway station!
and beggars everywhere we turn.
to keep pickpockets at bay.
misery ..... hell.

We are jammed into 2nd class compartments aboard the train to Gaya, near Bodh
Gaya. So little air that we must take

turns at the window seat. From the adjacent compartment comes high-pitched chanting. Across the aisle a bearded old man
sits clutching a Neptunian staff. And
at every stop the shrill call of tea
vendors from the platform: "Chi! Chi! Chi!"
Night arrival in Gaya: bedlam. We pull
into the station with not a single space to
even stand in, yet the crowd waiting on the
platform--bound for the Black Hole of
Calcutta--presses into the doorway. Are they
mad? Where do they expect to go? Ten
minutes of titanic struggle yields not an
inch on either side. Bellowing cattle
jammed into a pen. Amidst the uproar, a
glance at the barred windows--this is not the
first such crush! Finally we manage to
wriggle out one by one, leaving the cries and
screams behind us.
A long, reckless cab ride to Bodh Gaya
and we enter the Japanese temple at 10:30
exhausted and battered in body and mind.
One thought only is in our minds: did they
receive our letter asking for accommodations-and is there room?
"Yes, okay to stay here. But much
trouble to prepare dinner for you now .... "
"No problem!"
January 16: After dawn zazen and chanting
in the Japanese temple, we head for the spot
where it all began: Bodh Gaya! Site of the
Buddha's great enlightenment under the Bo
ree, ~ the mecca of Buddhism.
The great spire of the Mahabodhi temple
grows taller and taller as we approach.
Surprise: the entire compound is sunk below
ground some twenty feet. We enter the gates,
remove our shoes, and walk around the
perimeter in awe, slowly drinking in this
high-powered spectacle.
The massive main temple dominates the
area, its entire surface ornately carved and
each of its gray stone facades studded with
dozens of sitting Buddhas. And there, hugging
the west wall, the fourth generation descendant of the original: the Bo tree! Tibetan
prayer flags hang thick by the trunk, all but
hiding it in a celebration of color. At the
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tireless prostrating and chanting is moving, but how easily distracted they are!
As we e~ter the Tibetan temple to look in
We offer incense, we prostrate again and on an open afternoon chanting service, every
again. We chant together as never before,
eye is upon us--not riveted, just casually
curious--even as the chanting goes on.
on behalf of the whole Sangha, to the
Sangha. And suddenly the Roshi and the
Wristwatches and rosaries appear to be
Sangha are with us as we sit in zazen
standard equipment. The Tibetan faces are
under the huge spreading branches of this
extraordinary--much like Amerindians, but more
venerable tree. And the Patriarchs, and
refined somehow.
all the masters, and every man and woman
who has ever taken refuge in the Buddha,
As we enter the compound one day a small,
and everyone who has not. "All beings,
middle-aged Southeast Asian bhikku brightly
one body, I vow to liberate."
returns our smile. He introduces himself as
.,...--., - ._sci Lanka; he has beeri at Bodh
the head monk
On the approach to the temple entrance
a handful of Tibetan monks and nuns are
in
doing full prostrations. They slide forward on hand pads over a long board until
He beams joyfully upon hearing we are
from America. "How wonderful that Lord Buddha's
fully stretched out, face down, then come
back, stand up, and repeat. And repeat.
teaching has spread to your land!" No trace
And repeat. All day for some.
of condescension, no Mahayana-Theravada
separation--just heartfelt gladness and
As we circumarnbulate the temple two
respect.
mumbling Tibetan women with rosaries in
hand do the same, not by walking but by
He explains the significance of saffron
prostrating, over and over, A lone nun
as the traditional color for Theravadan monks'
is scanning the carpet-clean grass under
robes: "It represents sunlight dispelling
the Bo tree for the prized leaves; when
darkness--enlightenment banishing delusion."
one flutters to earth she pounces, tucks
He leads us around to the Seven Sacred Sites,
it in her robe, and resumes her search.
where the Buddha is said to have spent seven
A maroon-robed Tibetan monk wanders along
serene weeks relishing his enlightenment
twirling a prayer wheel past footprints
before deciding to go out and teach.
inbedded in stone lotus blossoms that
mark where real ones once sprang up in
It is now dusk, and a party of Sri
the Buddha's footsteps.
Lankan Buddhists is quietly lighting rows of
candles laid out neatly near the Bo tree for
We enter the smal"1. iffn~ room, of the
a ce-r emony -:- u ha1!lnri-ktr-places-hi S"'--petl
temple.
It is dimly lit, befogged with
together in farewell and hurries off to super'
incense smoke. At the altar a colossal
vise. Within minutes we hear his voice ring
Buddha sits in repose, his finger touching
out over a loudspeaker in a Sri Lankan chant.
the ground in the "calling the earth to
witness" posture. There is little floor
We exit the compound and make our way
space not taken by pilgrims, who are chantthrough legions of beggars posted by the gate.
ing in a continuous drone while pouring
Directly across the road a faded billboard
handfuls of what sound like beads into a
shouts, "FOR THOSE YOU LOVE"--life insurance.
metal pan, over and over. Without breakNext to it--30 feet from the wall of the
ing rhythm they look up at us as we pick
compound--a shabby Indian tourist stands at
our way through the hunched figures and
a carnival booth shooting a rifle at a
take seats. We join in with our own soft
backdrop tacked with balloons, while his
chanting.
companion looks on, laughing. We continue
up the road past men and women Tibetans
peddling beads, incense, postcards, fabric,
We notice as time goes on that the
cast for this daily panorama of ritual and
Tibetan prayer implements, and small Buddha
devotion is predominantly Tibetan. Theiv
figures.
Finally there is the Tibetan
base lies a slab of red stone: the "Diamond
Throne," Seat of Enlightenment.
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compound, a cluster of large tents covering
hundreds of pilgrims--and three "re~tau_r ants."
Back to the Japanese temple for the
required 5 p.m. zazen and chanting service.
On the way we pass the plain white Chinese
temple, then the soaring, majestic temple
of Thailand--how it lords over its humble
surroundings!
Though our Japanese temple is not
strictly Zen, as we pass through its huge
doorway it feels like home compared to
everything else we have encountered in this
strange land. _ The prostrations and chanting style, the keisu and mokugyo, the robes
(though saffron), rakusus and cushions are
all soothingly familiar. And things are
clean and orderly!

:, ·

The generous hospitality of our
Japanese hosts has been a stroke of good
karma--with the help of the Japanese
Ambassador to Finland, who provided us
with the necessary introduction. Provided
with meals and fine quarters, we have been
spared time and energy used instead to more
fully partake of this marvelous ongoing
International Temple Night. What an immersion in the clarity and joy of Buddhism's
many express<ions, "the wisdom and warmth
of the Sangha," Buddha's family--unique
individuals, diverse forms, all sharing the
same blood. A wonderful assemblage of
humankind demonstrating its faith--its
Faith-mind. Neither sanctimonious nor
sentimental, just a natural outpouring.
Gr;aH tnde~ti:t-ude, gratitude.
January 19: It is 5 a.m. and still dark
out as we rumble along on a bus out of
Bodh Gaya. Several seats back an old
Tibetan is chanting in a low drone, the
only sound inside the bus.
We are bound for Rajgir, site of
Vulture Peak (Mt.Grdrakuta), where the
Buddha spent many seasons teaching before
transmitting the Dharma to his first
successor, Mahakashyapa.
Our route takes us through a beauti~
ful green valley with low mountains on
the horizon. Palm trees and banyan groves
dot the landscape under a vast blue sky.
Is this how it looked to the Buddha as he

made his way through here on foot 25 centuries ago?
The mountain leading to Vulture Peak
rises in noble silence, unmoved by time.
We bypass the aerial ropeway normally used
for the ascent and set off up the broad
cement walk until it becomes necessary to
leave it and pick our way over rocks and
boulders up the steep slope, puffing and
sweating.
At the summit stands a modern, snowwhite pagoda. Four colossal gold Buddhas
sitting in separate niches around its upper
level--north, south, east and west--gleam
brilliantly in the sun as they look out
over the vast expanse below. This, we had
been told previously, is not the Vulture
Peak. A half-dozen smaller stupas are
perched on adjacent peaks; which is the
one?
The wind is the only sound we hear.
No sign of life at the Nichiren temple next
to the stupa, either. Where is everybody?
Suddenly an informally dressed Japanese
monk emerges from the temple and sees us.
"Are you Zen Buddhists?"
"Yes. II
"Come with me."

He sits us down and over tea points out
-&..otigi oal vulture .,PeaK some 20 minutes awa
We scramble down the ridge, having promised to
return for lunch.
This, then, is the legendary Vulture
Peak: a .· windswept bluff jutting dramatically
upward in the open sun. No stupa or temple,
no people even, except for the handful of
Tibetans solemnly chanting in the bare brick
ruins on the uppermost cliff.
We can almost see the Buddha sitting here
before his assembly of monks, holding up the
flower, smiling •.• and Mahakashyapa smiling
back. The first mind-to-mind transmission,
"without reliance on words and letters," in a
25O0-year tradition still continuing today.
And isn't that the voice of the Bodhisattva
of Compassion, Avalokitesvara, expounding
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the Prajna Paramita sutra to Sariputra while
the Buddha sits nearby in deepest samadhi?

repetition will open the doors to
enlightenment.

The rocks and grass and air are
steeped in silence, bristling with energy.
We do zazen together in the shadow of a
monolithic rock looming over us. What-that was an hour? We just sat down!

Switching now to a hand drum, the monk
leads us past the stupa to the beginning of
the descent. Farewell bows, once, twice,
etc. As we work our way down the mountainside the tireless intonation goes on and on,
gradually growing fainter: "Namu Myoho renge
kyo!" A true inspiration, this bright and
energetic Dharma brother!

Lunch at the Nichiren Temple is a
warm and lively exchange with our new
monk friend, who was ordained in the
Nippon Sam branch of Nichiren Buddhism
after 112~years in.,.-I.ndia._ He is quick to
disavow any ties with the Saka Gakkai
school. This militaristic sect, like
Nippon Sam, bases its practice on the
Nichiren chant, "Namu Myoho renge kyo"
("Adoration to the Lotus of Pure Truth,"
the Lotus Sutra), which it venerates,
however, principally as a tool for
having one's every worldly desire fulfilled: money, power, athletic victories,
romance, etc. "Narrow and materialistic,
and not even a religion"," he says.
The Nippon Sam practice, on the
other hand, is meant to be "taken out on
the streets for the welfare of others."
They have several "peace pagodas"
scattered around the globe, and are in the
process of building more.
We mention the new popularity of tofu
in the United States: he's delighted.
We describe some of the new American tofu
recipes, including tofu chocolate-mint
p ie : he' s amazed , amu.§,._ed, 12.,erplexed . Not
exactJ.y ~ raditional Japanese fare.
Before leaving we are invited to
follow our host into the temple for a
brief chanting service. The altar stands
six tiers high, wide and elaborately
bedecked. At its center are photographs
of the head of Nippon sam and Mahatma
Gandhi, side by side.
A few preliminary prostrations and
our Nichiren chanting demonstration is
under way. Over and over comes the
fervent call--"Namu Myoho renge kyo!"
to the rhythmic boom of the big standing
drum. "Namu Myoho renge kyo," a formula
of mantric power whose wholehearted

On the way down we again pass by the
origina1 Vulture Peak and this time find the
caves of Mahakashyapa and Ananda descr-ibed
__
by the monk. We enter the cool hush of these
cells gouged in the rock, offer incense and
sit in zazen. Deep, penetrating zazen,
seventh-day-of-sesshin zazen. What
extraordinarily powerful vibrations! If we
had but one more day here ...... .

